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CLUB RULES 
(The following are in addition to the RCRA Rules) 
 
 
 

 

1. All drivers must be financial club members otherwise they will not be permitted to 
race.  Visitors permitted to attend two meetings before payment of membership is 
required. 

2. New drivers will be required to start all races from rear of field (ROF) until such 
time that the section committee is satisfied with their driving ability. 

3. All members are requested to conduct themselves at all times with respect, 
courtesy and due consideration for the feelings of others.  Any form of 
harassment, discrimination, retaliation or abuse will not be tolerated and may lead 
to disciplinary action.  Any complaints must be lodged in writing with the Penfield 
Model Engineers Society Committee for due process. 

4. The following is NOT permitted within the pit area 

- Smoking 

- Wearing non covered footwear such as thongs or sandals 

- Driving of race cars 

5. Excessively noisy tune ups in the pit area should be avoided. 

6. Pit gate to remain closed when cars are running on the track. 

7. All cars are to be started at the gate and driven to the centre of the track to wait 
for further instructions from race control.  NO person is permitted to be on the 
track while engines are running. 

8. Race control will not start warm up laps until all drivers are on the rostrum and the 
pit gate is shut. 

9. Under RED light conditions no person is permitted to enter the track until all cars 
are stationary.  Cars are to remain stationary until all persons have left the track 
and RED light is off.  

10. Under YELLOW (caution) light conditions, other than at the completion of a race, 
cars are permitted to circle the track at low speed. 

11. On completion of a race an audible siren is sounded (5 times) and a YELLOW 
light will show.  All cars are to slow to a low speed and safely proceed to the pit 
gate, where all engines are to be shut done via the kill switch.  NO person shall 
enter the track to retrieve their car until all cars have stopped and engines are cut. 

12. No circle work on the grass infield. 

13. Lapped cars will hold their line to allow ease of passage for lapping cars. 

14. Cars that have retired from a race will not be allowed to restart. 

15. Any person deemed by race control and or section committee to be driving in a 
repeatedly dangerous manner may be excluded from racing. 

16. Speedcar maximum engine capacity up to 26cc is permitted at Penfield club 
meetings however, for any RCRA affiliated event the RCRA listed engine spec 
applies. 


